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RESULTS (Abdominal pain) 

Name of candidate: xxxxxxxxx   xxxxxxxxxx

Profession: Medicine 

Date: 2021 

Method of testing:  Classroom    Remote 

Subtest MARKS (see page 2) CEFR* language level OET equivalent 

Speaking 25 / 39 B2+ 320 / C+ 

*CEFR = Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
NOTE: OET grades A (high skills) to C (low skills). The CEFR grades A (beginner = low skills) to C2 (advanced =high skills). See page 3.

MARKS 

Subtest OET Marking Criteria Definition of criterion Marks 

Speaking 

Intelligibility How easy is it to understand you? Do you speak naturally with the 
correct stress to syllables so you are easily understood?  5 / 6 

Fluency Do your words flow smoothly, in complete sentences, without 
much hesitation or non-verbal sounds (e.g. err, um, ah)? 5 / 6 

Appropriateness of language 
Do you use language appropriate to your patient and the role play 
situation, with variations for good news, bad news, instructions, 
reassurance, and so on? 

4 / 6 

Resources of grammar and expression 
Do you pose questions and statements with correct structure? Do 
you use a range of vocabulary and expressions? Can you use 
common healthcare idioms e.g. “feeling under the weather” 

3.5 / 6 

Relationship building 
Do you greet the patient and establish a professional but friendly 
or approachable rapport? Do you avoid being judgmental? Do you 
express empathy? 

2 / 3 

Understanding and incorporating the 
patient’s perspective 

Do you show that you have understood the patient’s problems and 
ideas, not just their diagnosis, but summarizing them quickly? Can 
you deal with conflict in interviews e.g. complaints, reluctance, 
contradictions, incorrect information?  

2 / 3 

Providing structure Do you guide the conversation smoothly from one task topic to the 
next? Can you guide an interview even with a difficult patient? 1.5 / 3 

Information gathering Are you good at asking open and closed questions to get 
information? 1 / 3 

Information giving 
Are you good at giving the patient as much relevant information as 
possible, in a form they can understand? Can you restate and 
rephrase information, if needed? 

1 / 3 
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Recommendations (strengths, weaknesses & study resources) 

Speaking GOOD: 

• Approachable manner

• Good expression of empathy for & understanding of patient perspective

• Using simpler language the patient can understand

NEED TO work on: 

Better organisation of ideas needed in gathering and giving information e.g. 

• „Did the pain increase with the stress or with something else?“  „Did some stress cause the

pain or did something esle happen to bring it on?“

• Then jumping to „Do you usually exercise or practice something to reduce your stress?“  would

have been better to ask about if this has happened before, get the aptient’s ideas of what might

be causing it, then move onto talking about lifestyle.

GRAMMAR AND IDIOM POINTS: 

• „if I can explain you...“; INSTEAD CORRECT: „if I may explain TO you...“

• „this cause to reduce the blood flow to the stomach“; INSTEAD CORRCT: „this causes the blood

flow to the stomach to reduce... “

• „we need to see how you ract with the mindful techniques...“; INSTEAD CORRECT: „we need to

see how you DO / IMPROVE with the mindfulness techniques...“

PRACTICE: 
Overall needs to work on improving sentence structure, idiomatic langauge, and organising ideas 
more systematically, keeping answers relevant to what the patient says. 

Listen back to your role play and note the above points.  

Repeat the role plays with a partner, trying to improve on it. Record them and listen back and 
compare your performace improvement.   


